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Sarah Glova, PhD

Work is changing. Rapidly. 
Let's help you keep up.

SPEAKER CATALOG



Hi, I'm Sarah!
SPEAKER & FACILITATOR

I'm on a bold mission to empower people to not only survive but thrive in today's
rapidly changing work environment. The challenges we face are daunting: burnout is
rampant, with a staggering 76% of employees feeling drained and exhausted.
Engagement is at an all-time low, with a mere 34% of US employees feeling invested in
their work. And resistance to change is holding us back, causing a shocking 70% of
organizational change initiatives to fail. But I refuse to let these statistics define us. 

My life's work is helping people and organizations feel confident in today’s fast-
paced work environment—whether that's navigating the latest tech trends, avoiding
fast-paced burnout, or keeping employees and customers engaged like never before.
My keynotes have inspired countless clients to show up resiliently in today's rapidly
changing work environment—and I'd love to bring these talks to your organization.

Dr. Sarah Glova is an internationally renowned
speaker, entrepreneur, university instructor, and
business consultant. With her unique ability to
transform complex career development topics
into captivating, memorable discussions for
audiences of all levels, she is one of the industry's
most sought-after speakers.

She holds a Ph.D. in Instructional Technology and
a master's in Technical Communication. Her
passion for creating authentic forward-thinking
work environments has helped organizations
around the world stay ahead of the curve with
innovative strategies that drive engagement,
success, and growth. 



Client  Testimonials

MISSION

Use storytelling, humor, and accessible
language to help people thrive in today's
rapidly-changing work environment.

"She is an excellent speaker;
she can present on the most
technical topic but make it
engaging for your audience.
Book her for your next event."

"I always make time on my
calendar to attend meetings
where Sarah is speaking. Her
sessions are well-organized
and engaging. She really is
one-of-a-kind!"

Caroline Griffin, 
Manager of Conferences &
Events at Type A Events

– Daisy Magnus-Aryitey,
Co-Executive Director at
Code the Dream

SERVICES

Whether you're looking to delight your
clients, engage your employees, inspire
your professional organization, or
empower your student groups, we've got
you covered, with live, virtual, and hybrid
formats available.



Topics
From tech and innovation to
communication and leadership, 
Dr. Glova covers the essential topics
that audiences need to thrive in
today's fast-paced world. 
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Tech
5G's Enterprise Evolution: Three Bold Predictions for the Next Decade
Explore three bold predictions for how 5G will transform industries from healthcare to
manufacturing. Featuring real-world examples of how businesses are leveraging 5G to
increase efficiency, improve customer experiences, and drive innovation. 

Redefining Work with AI: How Automation is Empowering New Innovations
Get ready to witness a revolution in the way we work! From streamlining operations to
boosting productivity, artificial intelligence (AI) and automation are changing the game
for businesses across all industries. With real-world examples and fascinating insights,
this presentation will show you just how far AI has come—and where it's headed next.

Blockchain Unleashed Beyond Crypto: Real-World Solutions for Businesses
Discover how businesses across all industries are leveraging cutting-edge blockchain
technology to drive innovation, create new opportunities, and transform their
operations. From supply chain management to identity verification, this talk showcases
real-world solutions that are changing the game far beyond crypto.

The Power of Open Source and Community in the Age of Disruption
In a world rife with disruption, open-source communities come together to solve
complex problems, from developing life-saving medical devices to creating sustainable
energy solutions. We'll show you how an open-source mindset can unlock possibilities
and help us build a better future together. This is a keynote you won't forget!
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Innovation

The Fundamentals of Entrepreneurship in the Age of Digital Transformation
Equipping the next generation of entrepreneurs with the fundamentals they need to
harness disruptions and tech trends in the age of digital transformation and modern
business models. 

Thriving in the Fast Lane: Prioritizing Mental Health in Today's Hustle Culture
The pressure to succeed at all costs can leave entrepreneurs and professionals feeling
overwhelmed and burnt out. (According to a National Institute of Mental Health study,
49% of entrepreneurs deal with mental health issues directly!) This talk explores how
successful entrepreneurs have prioritized their mental health and what lessons we can
learn from them. 

Entrepreneurship

Unleash Your Inner Innovator: 
Practical Strategies for Navigating Change and Driving Meaningful Innovation
In today's rapidly changing work environment, innovation is no longer a luxury—it's a
necessity for success. But what does it take to be an innovator? Join us for an inspiring
and interactive keynote that will show you practical strategies for unleashing your
unique voice in the age of disruption. Through hands-on exercises and real-world
examples, we'll explore how to cultivate an innovative mindset that's as unique as you
are, providing actionable guidance on how to innovate regardless of your job title or
industry. Whether you're looking to drive meaningful change in your organization or
simply stay ahead of the curve, this session will equip you with the tools you need to
confidently navigate change and unleash your inner innovator. Say goodbye to
buzzwords and hello to practical guidance with this must-attend keynote!

Innovating Beyond the Buzzword: The Art of Customer-Centered Design
Discover how putting your customers at the heart of everything you do can help you
stay ahead of the curve in today's rapidly changing marketplace. This session will share
best practices for fostering customer-focused innovation and rapid feedback. Join us
and explore the art of customer-centered design and its role in driving innovation.



Professional Development
Future-Proofing Your Career: Thriving in a Rapidly Changing World of Work
The world of work is changing at lightning speed, and it's never been more important to
future-proof your skills. In this inspiring keynote, we'll explore the key trends and
technologies shaping the future of work, and give you the tools you need to stay ahead
of the curve. From adapting to new technologies to collaborating effectively with remote
teams, we'll show you how to navigate the shifting landscape of modern work while
unleashing your full unique potential. Through real-world examples and hands-on
exercises, you'll gain practical insights that will transform your approach to work and
empower you to thrive in today's rapidly changing world.

Writing Fast but Well: The Missing Manual for Busy Professionals
Effective communication is more critical than ever in today's fast-paced work
environment. This talk is designed to help busy professionals like you overcome the
challenges of workplace writing. You'll learn practical strategies to manage email,
communicate ideas effectively, and earn positive replies—even if you don't consider
yourself a good writer. Plus, we'll explore innovative tools and techniques that can help
you write and communicate more efficiently.

Mastering Workplace Communication: Speak Up and Lead with Impact 
Your voice has the power to inspire change, motivate others, and drive success in the
workplace. But how can you tap into that power and become a confident leader? In this
talk, you'll learn practical strategies for speaking up and leading with confidence in any
situation. From giving presentations to facilitating meetings, you'll discover simple yet
powerful tools that will help you communicate more effectively and confidently.

The Art and Science of Personal Branding: 
How to Build Your Reputation, Influence, and Impact
Personal branding has emerged as a critical tool for driving professional growth and
success in today's digital age. Join us for cutting-edge insights on how to harness the
power of personal branding to revolutionize your career. From leveraging AI-powered
tools to crafting a compelling online presence, we'll show you how to effectively
communicate your unique value proposition and stand out in a crowded market.
Through real-world examples and hands-on exercises, you'll discover how to position
yourself as a thought leader and unlock new opportunities for growth and innovation. 
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for Students
Professional Communication: The Key to Career Advancement
Your degree may land you a job, but your communication skills will get you promoted.
Join us for an engaging session on professional communication, where you'll learn how
to write with confidence, deliver efficient messages that get results, and develop a
reputation as an effective leader. With practical tips and real-world examples, you'll
leave equipped with the tools you need to take your career to the next level. 

The Art of Strategic Social Media: 
How to Curate a Powerful Online Presence That Propels Your Career Forward
The time to build your network is not when you need your network! Whether you’re
pursuing academia, industry, or public service, social media can be a valuable tool. You
can harness social media’s networking power to launch your career and research goals
without spending too much time and energy. 

for Leaders
Leading the Way to a Positive Workplace: Combating Toxic "Advice Culture"
In today's fast-paced work environments, providing feedback to colleagues is essential
for productivity and growth. But when feedback turns into unsolicited advice, it can lead
to power struggles and toxicity. Join us for an enlightening session on building a
stronger company culture by combatting toxic "advice culture." Through hands-on
exercises and real-world examples, you'll explore the power dynamics between
feedback and advice and discover strategies for fostering a more productive, innovative
culture where everyone can thrive. 

The Art and Science of Confidence
What is confidence, how do we build it, and how do we sustain it? Through real-world
examples and interactive exercises, you'll discover a new way to think about and
leverage confidence at work. 


